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Plan of the Paper

Classification of retail trade industries
Output concepts and measurement 
issues
Data and comparisons of alternative 
measures
Other issues in international 
comparisons of productivity
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Industry Output Concepts

Many studies have addressed theoretical 
aspects of what retailers do; this paper does 
not attempt to review all the theoretical 
discussions.

I adopt the following view:  “The principal 
function of a retailer is to transfer possession 
of its merchandise lines to the ultimate 
consumer.” (Oi)
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Industry Output Concepts (continued)

Real sectoral output (O)

Production process:
F(O,M,I,K,L) = 0

Real gross margins (GMO)
GMO = O – M

Real value-added output (VA)
VA = O – M – I 
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Output Measurement Issues, U.S.

We don’t directly observe O, GMO, and VA.

The ability to produce high-quality measures depends 
on the availability of suitable price indexes.

Produce O by deflating the value of goods sold by 
item type by retail selling price pj, primarily CPI’s, 
then aggregating.

Produce GMO using estimate of adjusted current 
dollar gross margins.  Assume at the detailed 
industry level that the real gross margin rates do not 
change from the benchmark values.  Deflators 
generally are CPIs.
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Output Measurement Issues, U.S. 
(continued)

PPIs designed to measure margin prices are being 
developed, but none are used yet for output 
measurement.

Intermediates are a relatively weak area in the data.  
Direct information on the current dollar value of 
intermediate purchases is somewhat limited.  For 
deflation, need import price deflators as well as PPIs.

At present, it seems important to study labor 
productivity based on various measures.
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Table 1.  Labor Productivity in the U.S, 1990-2003
Average Annual Rates of Change
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Table 2.  Output Change in Retail Trade (NAICS), 
1998-2003 (Percent Change from Preceding Year)
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Table 3.  Output Change in Retail Trade (SIC), 
1987-2001 (Average Annual Percent Change)
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Table 4.  Output per Hour in Retail Trade Industries
Average Annual Rates of Change

10.313.27.510.4613Nonstore retailers454

2.54.34.84.11112Miscellaneous store retailers453

4.25.44.24.72827General merchandise stores452

2.05.42.93.7727Sporting goods, hobby stores, etc.451

4.45.75.65.31391
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3.61.43.32.6905Gasoline stations447

5.13.8-0.12.6981Health and personal care stores446

2.80.4-0.90.52953Food and beverage stores445

4.14.22.73.61242Building material dealers, etc.444

19.114.914.215.6544Electronics and appliance stores443

4.84.23.13.9597
Furniture and home furnishings 
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1.42.01.61.71975Motor vehicle and parts dealers441
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Effect of Sellers of High-Tech Goods

Conclusion about the productivity speedup in 
retail trade remains if electronics and 
appliance stores (443) and nonstore retailers 
(454) are excluded.

Labor productivity change was 2.1% in 1990-95, 
3.1% in 1995-00, and 3.3% in 2000-03.

But much of the gains in 443 (which includes 
many big box stores) and in 454 reflect real 
productivity change, not just a pass-through of 
gains in the productivity of goods sold, so these 
figures would be an understatement.
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Table 5.  Comparison of Annual Percent Change 
of Retail PPIs and IPDs:  Selected Industries

-3.2-2.80.00.63.7NAJewelry stores448310

11.6-4.1-1.5-19.0NANAGasoline stations447

1.30.41.46.55.720.7Food supplement stores446191

0.20.63.24.24.9NAOptical goods stores446130

1.83.33.83.79.8NAPharmacies and drug stores44611

1.32.12.63.30.6NABeer, wine, and liquor stores4453

1.71.62.93.83.45.5Grocery Stores445110

1.71.62.93.73.55.6Food and beverage stores445

4.01.5-0.12.65.43.4New car dealers44111

200320022001200320022001

Implicit price deflatorPPI TitleNAICS
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Table 5.  Comparison of Annual Percent Change of 
Retail PPIs and IPDs:  Selected Industries (continued)

200320022001200320022001

Implicit price deflatorPPITitleNAICS

18.4-8.91.17.8-5.6NAFuel dealers45431

2.21.93.33.91.0NA
Automatic merchandising 
machine operators454210

-2.4-1.00.5-1.0-0.7NAGift, novelty, and souvenir shops453220

-4.6-3.8-3.18.37.0NAStationery stores453210

-0.90.02.90.82.2NAFlorists453110

-2.4-0.4-0.20.3-4.2NA
Sewing, needlework, and piece 
goods451130

-6.1-5.3-4.19.1-7.9NAHobby, toy, and game shops451120

-1.2-2.0-1.6-2.63.5NASporting goods stores451110
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Comparison of Retail PPIs and IPDs

For industries in 44, PPIs were higher than 
IPDs in 16 out of 21 comparisons.

Both series seem volatile.

To determine effect on productivity, need to 
construct output measures using actual 
current dollar gross margins.
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Issues for International Comparisons:  
Industry Productivity Change

Industrial classification

Different output concepts and measures
BLS uses VA measures for international comparisons of 
labor productivity in manufacturing

Issues affecting comparability of measures of output 
change: 

Valuation—use of basic prices vs. market prices
Price index formulas:  base year vs. chained indexes
Quality adjustment techniques

Hours worked measurement
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Issues for International Comparisons:  
Industry Productivity Levels (continued)

Factors causing problems for comparisons of 
productivity change are even more important in 
comparisons of levels.

Parities have not been developed for comparing VA 
by industry (or other output measures).

Interpretation of different levels of labor productivity is 
unclear; comparisons of multifactor productivity would 
not be affected as much by differing industry 
composition and capital usage, but there are 
problems in availability and comparability of capital 
services measures.


